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Abstrat. We study splitting hains in P(ω), that is, families of subsets of ω whih are linearly
ordered by ⊆
∗
and whih are splitting. We prove that their existene is independent of axioms of
ZFC. We show that they an be used to onstrut ertain peuliar Banah spaes: twisted sums of
C(ω∗) = ℓ∞/c0 and c0(c). Also, we onsider splitting hains in a topologial setting, where they
give rise to the so alled tunnels.
1. Introdution
We say that a ompat spae K has a tunnel, if there is a ontinuous mapping f : K −→ L,
where L is a linearly ordered topologial spae, suh that f−1(x) is nowhere dense in K for eah
x ∈ L. This notion was introdued by Nyikos in [Nyi88℄ (under the name of a omplete tunnel).
Although it may seem like the spaes with tunnels should resemble in a sense linearly ordered
topologial spaes, in fat the property of possessing a tunnel is quite widespread among ompat
spaes without isolated points. Atually, it is not easy to nd a ompat spae without isolated
points whih does not have a tunnel.
In this artile we are going to study the notion of tunnel and some of its variations in the
ontext of innitary ombinatoris, topology and homologial Banah spae theory.
We will be mostly interested in the question if ω∗ (that is βω \ ω, the remainder of the Ceh-
Stone ompatiation of ω) has a tunnel. This question is interesting in all the settings mentioned
above. In partiular, it is onneted to the existene of ertain peuliar family of subsets of ω. A
family S of subsets of the set ω of natural numbers is alled splitting if for every innite set A ⊆ ω
there exists S ∈ S suh that both A ∩ S and A \ S are innite. Splitting families are well studied
objets in set theory, speially in onnetion with the important ardinal s, the least ardinality of
suh a family. In this paper we are interested in splitting families whih are moreover hains in the
almost inlusion order, that is, with the extra property that if A,B ∈ S , then either A\B or B \A
is nite. Nyikos proved several results about existene of splitting hains in various models of set
theory: he showed e.g. that PFA implies that there are no splitting hains whereas. In this artile
we partially follow Nyikos' path (although most of the results we proved before we have disovered
Nyikos' work), reproving some of his theorems and proving that splitting hains do exist in the
standard Cohen model (Nyikos announed that the proof of that result would appear in a later
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paper that, however, was never published). Also, we show that the existene of a splitting hain is
ompatible with the assumption that p > ω1.
Our initial motivation for the study of tunnels and splitting hains stems from their uses in the
onstrution and analysis of ertain \twisted sums" of Banah spaes. Let us reall that a short
exat sequene of Banah spaes is a diagram of Banah spaes and (linear, ontinuous) operators
(1) 0 −−−−→ Y
ı
−−−−→ Z
π
−−−−→ X −−−−→ 0
in whih the kernel of eah arrow agrees with the range of the preeding one. The middle spae Z
is often alled a \twisted sum" of Y and X ... in that order! One says that suh an exat sequene
is trivial (or that it splits, but we prefer to avoid this terminology in this paper) if the mapping ı
admits an inverse (see Setion 3 for the preise denition) in whih ase the twisted sum spae Z
is \well isomorphi" to the diret sum Y ⊕X.
Questions about whether a Banah spae Z ontains a opy of some lassial Banah spae
Y (or it does not) are entral in Banah spae theory (reall, e.g., the elebrated Rosenthal's ℓ1
theorem [Ros74℄, or Bessaga-Pe lzynski theorem haraterizing Banah spaes ontaining a opy of
c0, [BP58℄).
We may ask about how a subspae Y is situated in Z onsidering also the quotient spae
X = Z/Y and the exat sequene
(2) 0 −−−−→ Y
ı
−−−−→ Z
π
−−−−→ Z/Y −−−−→ 0
where ı is the inlusion and π is the natural quotient map. In this ontext, Y is omplemented in
Z if and only if (2) is trivial; if the sequene is not trivial, then Y lies in Z in a non-trivial way
and Z is kind of an alloy of Y and X, but not a trivial one. Determining for whih Banah spaes
Y and X one an onstrut a nontrivial sequene (1) is a fundamental question in the homologial
theory of Banah spaes (see the monograph [CG97℄ for a general aount; the approahes of the
more reent papers [ACSC
+
13℄, [CSCKY03℄, [MP18℄ are more akin to ours).
As we shall see, eah tunnel of K indues an exat sequene of the form
0 −−−−→ C(K) −−−−→ Z −−−−→ c0(κ) −−−−→ 0
whih is nontrivial if the tunnel has some additional properties, for instane, when it is made of
regular open sets. Here, and throughout the paper, C(K) denotes the Banah spae of all ontinuous
funtions f : K −→ R with the sup norm. Also, if I is a set, then c0(I) denotes the spae of all
funtions f : I −→ R suh that, for every ε > 0, the set {i ∈ I : |f(i)| > 0} is nite, again with the
sup norm.
The most interesting ase is, by far, when K = ω∗ is the Ceh-Stone remainder of the natural
numbers. Our main result in this line is that if there is a splitting hain of lopens in ω∗, then a
nontrivial exat sequene
(3) 0 −−−−→ C(ω∗) −−−−→ Z −−−−→ c0(c) −−−−→ 0.
exists; see Theorem 3.7. Twisted sums of the form
(4) 0 −−−−→ C(ω∗) −−−−→ Z −−−−→ X −−−−→ 0
were onstruted rst by Amir [Ami64℄ and later by Aviles and Todorevi [AT11℄, but not muh
is speied in these onstrutions about the struture of X. Amir's onstrution is desribed in
[ACSC
+
16, Setion 2.5, Proposition 2.43℄. More reently, the authors of [ACSC
+
17℄ onstruted a
twisted sum like (3) under CH. As we have mentioned above, we are able to prove the existene of
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splitting hains of lopens in ω∗ under several other assumptions, and so by Theorem 3.7 we get
new examples of twisted sums of the form (3).
The paper is organized as follows: In Setion 2 we study the notion of tunnels and splitting
hains in the more general ontext of topologial spaes. Setion 3 relates tunnels and splitting
hains with twisted sums of Banah spaes, and nally in Setion 4 we prove the onsisteny
results onerning the existene of splitting hains in P(ω)/n.
2. Tunnels and splitting hains of open sets
We assume that all topologial spaes are Hausdor. Let U , V be open in a topologial spae
X. By U < V we will denote the relation U ⊆ V . The relation \≤" dened by
U ≤ V if (U < V or U = V )
is a partial order on the topology of X.
Definition 2.1. We say that a family of open subsets of X is a hain (of open sets) if it is
linearly ordered by ≤.
Definition 2.2. A hain of open subsets U of X is a tunnel if the set
⋃
{∂U : U ∈ U } is
dense in X.
Clearly, no spae with an isolated point an have a tunnel. However, the property of having
a tunnel is quite ommon among spaes without isolated points. We will begin with some easy
examples.
Example 2.3. The family of all open balls with xed enter forms a tunnel in Eulidean spaes.
More generally if (X, d) is a metri spae with a point x0 ∈ X suh that for eah r > 0
B(x0, r) = {x ∈ X : d(x, x0) ≤ r}
then the family {B(x0, r) : r > 0} is a tunnel. Consequently, normed spaes have tunnels.
Less obvious examples of spaes with tunnels are given by the following proposition.
Proposition 2.4. If X is a separable normal spae without isolated points, then X has a
ountable tunnel.
Proof. First, notie that if V < U are open subsets of X and x ∈ U \ V , then there is an open W
suh that V < W < U and x ∈ ∂W . Indeed, use normality to nd an open neighbourhood W0 of x
suh that W0 < U \ V . Sine x is not an isolated point, x ∈ ∂(W0 \ {x}). Now, again by normality,
there is W1 suh that V < W1 < U and x /∈W1. The set W = W0 \ {x} ∪W1 is as desired.
Let D = {dn : n ∈ ω} be a dense subset of X. Using the above remark it is easy to onstrut
indutively a hain of open sets {Un : n ∈ ω} suh that dn ∈ ∂Un. Of ourse {Un : n ∈ ω} is a
tunnel. 
Corollary 2.5. Every ompat metrizable spae without isolated points has a ountable tunnel.
Remark 2.6. A study of tunnels in metri spaes was undertaken by Maiej Niewzas in [Nie17℄.
Witold Mariszewski proved that the assumption on ompatness is obsolete and in fat every
metrizable spae without isolated points has a ountable tunnel, using the fat that every metri
spae has a σ-disrete base.
Proposition 2.7. If X has a tunnel and Y is a topologial spae, then X × Y has a tunnel.
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Proof. Let U be a tunnel in X. It is easy to verify that {U ×Y : U ∈ U } is a tunnel in X×Y . 
Corollary 2.8. The spae 2κ has a ountable tunnel for eah innite κ.
Proof. 2κ = 2ω × 2κ\ω and 2ω has a tunnel, aording to Proposition 2.4. 
We say that A splits B if both B ∩A and B \ A are nonempty. A family A of subsets of X is
splitting if every nonempty open subset of X is split by some member of A . It will be onvenient
to notie that splitting families whih form hains of open sets satisfy a slightly stronger splitting
property.
Lemma 2.9. If U is a splitting hain, then for eah nonempty open V ⊆ X there is U ∈ U
suh that V ∩ U 6= ∅ and V \ U 6= ∅.
Proof. Let V ⊆ X be a nonempty open set. Consider U ′ ∈ U whih splits V and then U ∈ U
whih splits U ′ ∩ V . We have U < U ′ beause U ′ ≤ U is impossible. Clearly, V ∩ U 6= ∅ and
V \ U ⊇ V \ U ′ 6= ∅. 
The proof of the following simple fat is left to the reader.
Proposition 2.10. Every tunnel is a splitting hain.
Of ourse not every splitting hain is a tunnel, but in ompat spaes eah splitting hain an
be used to produe a tunnel.
Proposition 2.11. Assume that U is a splitting hain in a ompat spae K. Then
V =
{⋃
U
′ : ∅ 6= U ′ ⊆ U and U ′ does not have a ≤ -maximal element
}
forms a tunnel in K. Moreover, V has the following properties:
(1) if V ′ ⊆ V , then
⋃
V ′ ∈ V ;
(2) if V < U ∈ V , then there is W ∈ V suh that V < W < U .
Proof. First, we will show that V is a hain. Let V0, V1 be distint elements of V and let V0 =
⋃
U0,
V1 =
⋃
U1, where U0 and U1 are subfamilies of U without maximal elements. Without loss of
generality, we may assume that there is U1 ∈ U1 suh that U < U1 for eah U ∈ U0 and so V0 ⊆ U1.
Sine U1 is not maximal in U1, there is U1 < U2 ∈ U1. Hene V0 ⊆ U1 < U2 ⊆ V1 and so V0 < V1.
So, V is a hain.
Now let W be a nonempty open subset of K and let W ′ be a nonempty open set suh that
W ′ < W (sine K admits a splitting hain, it annot have an isolated point, so there is suh W ′).
Using Lemma 2.9 we an reursively nd a sequene (Un) of elements of U suh that Un < Un+1
and Un splits W
′
for every n. Then V =
⋃
n Un ∈ V . By ompatness, there is
x ∈ V ∩W ′ \ V.
But this means that x ∈ ∂V ∩W ′ and so x ∈ ∂V ∩W .
It is straightforward to hek that V has properties (1) and (2). 
A variant of the above proposition in whih we take only ountable unions will be important
for us later:
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Proposition 2.12. Assume that U is a splitting hain in a ompat spae K. Then
Vω =
{⋃
n∈ω
Wn : Wn ∈ U ,W1 < W2 < · · ·
}
forms a tunnel in K.
Proof. Just the same proof as the previous proposition. 
Remark 2.13. Thanks to Proposition 2.11 to show that a ompat zerodimensional spae has a
tunnel it is enough to nd a family of lopens C whih is linearly ordered by ⊆ and whih is
splitting (although, the tunnel produed aording to the reipe from Proposition 2.11 does not
ontain any element of C ). It is however unlear for us if the existene of a tunnel in a ompat
zerodimensional spae implies the existene of suh hain of lopens.
Theorem 2.14. Let K be a ompat spae. The following are equivalent:
(a) K has a tunnel.
(b) K has a splitting hain of open sets.
() There is a ontinuous mapping f : K −→ L, where L is a linearly ordered spae, whose
bers are nowhere dense (i.e. f−1(l) is nowhere dense for eah l ∈ L).
Proof. The equivalene of (a) and (b) follows from Proposition 2.11 and Proposition 2.10.
(b) =⇒ () Assume that V is a tunnel in K. We may immediately assume that it has properties
(1) and (2) of Proposition 2.11. Now, equip V with the order topology with respet to \≤". Dene
f : K −→ V by
f(x) =
⋃
{U ∈ V : x /∈ U}.
Assume that V < U ∈ V and f(x0) ∈ (V,U) and notie that x0 ∈ U . In order to verify the
ontinuity of f we will show that x0 has an open neighbourhood ontained in f
−1(V,U). First,
notie that for eah x ∈ K we have x /∈ f(x). Therefore, if x ∈ U , then f(x) < U . Seond, if
V < W , W ∈ V and x /∈ W , then f(x) > V . Now, let W ∈ V be suh that V < W < f(x0) and
notie that x0 /∈W . Then, using the above remarks, we have
x0 ∈ U \W ⊆ f
−1(V,U).
() =⇒ (b) Suppose f : K −→ L is a mapping with the desired properties. For l ∈ L by (−∞, l)
we will denote the set {x ∈ L : x < l}, where ≤ is the linear ordering ompatible with the topology
of L. We will understand (−∞, l] in the similar way. For l ∈ L let
Ul = f
−1(−∞, l).
We laim that {Ul : l ∈ L} is a splitting hain of open sets. First, we will hek that it is a hain.
Let l < l′ ∈ L. Then, by ontinuity of f ,
Ul = f−1(−∞, l) ⊆ f
−1(−∞, l) ⊆ f−1(−∞, l] ⊆ f−1(−∞, l′) = Ul′ .
To show that {Ul : l ∈ L} is splitting, onsider a nonempty open set V ⊆ K and notie that, by
the assumption on f , we an nd l0 < l1 in f [V ]. Then Ul1 splits V . 
Remark 2.15. In [Nyi88℄ Nyikos introdued the notion of omplete tunnel. A hain of open subsets
U of X is a omplete tunnel if for every U ′ ⊆ U we have
Int
(⋂
{U ∈ U : U ′ < U for every U ′ ∈ U ′}
)
⊆
⋃
U ′.
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Nyikos proved ([Nyi88, Theorem 1.5℄) that being a omplete tunnel is equivalent to () of Theo-
rem 2.14 and so it is equivalent, at least in the realm of ompat spaes, to being a tunnel in our
sense.
Corollary 2.16. Let K be a ompat spae without an isolated point and let L be linearly
ordered and metrizable. Assume that there is a ontinuous mapping f : K −→ L with nowhere
dense bers. Then K has a ountable splitting hain of Fσ-open sets.
Proof. Let D be a ountable dense subset of L and let U = {Ud : d ∈ D}, where Ux = f
−1(−∞, x).
That U is splitting an be proved in the same way as in proof of Theorem 2.14, () =⇒ (b). 
Reall that an interval algebra is a Boolean algebra generated by a hain. The Stone spae of
an interval algebra is linearly ordered (and the Boolean algebra of lopens of a linearly ordered
zerodimensional ompat spae forms an interval algebra).
Corollary 2.17. If A is a Boolean algebra whih ontains an interval subalgebra B whih
splits nonempty elements of A, then the Stone spae of A has a tunnel.
Proof. Let K, L be the Stone spaes of A, B respetively. Then there is a anonial ontinuous
surjetion f : K −→ L, where L is a linearly ordered spae. If V is a lopen subset of K, then it
is split by some B ∈ B. So, if x ∈ V ∩ B and y ∈ V \ B, then f(x) 6= f(y) and so f has nowhere
dense bers. 
Reall that a measure µ on a ompat spae K is stritly positive if µ(U) > 0 for eah nonempty
open set U ⊆ K. A measure µ is atomless if µ({x}) = 0 for every x ∈ K. If K is zerodimensional,
then µ is atomless if and only if for every ε > 0 there is a partition of K into lopen sets of measure
at most ε.
Proposition 2.18. Every ompat zerodimensional spae supporting a stritly positive atom-
less probability measure has a tunnel.
Proof. Assume K supports suh a measure µ. It is enough to onstrut a hain C of lopen subsets
of K suh that {µ(C) : C ∈ C } is dense in [0, 1]. Indeed, suppose that C has this property and V
is a nonempty lopen subset of K. Then µ(V ) = r > 0. Let R = sup{µ(C) : C ∈ C and C ∩ V =
∅} ≤ 1−r and onsider C ∈ C suh that µ(C) ∈ (R,R+r). Then C∩V 6= ∅ beause µ(C) > R. If
V ⊆ C, then C ontains V and all the C ′ ∈ C suh that C ′∩V = ∅, so we would have µ(C) > R+r.
We onlude that C splits V . Now we an use Theorem 2.14.
One an onstrut C indutively subsequently using the following remark. Assume C is non-
empty lopen subsets of K. Then, by non-atomiity of µ, there is a lopen set D suh that D ⊆ C
and µ(D) ∈ (µ(C)/4, 3µ(C)/4). 
2.1. Spaces without tunnels. After so many examples of spaes having tunnels, we have to fae
the natural question: are there ompat spaes without isolated points and without tunnels?
Reall that a ompat spae K is Corson ompat if it an be embedded into
Σ(Rα) = {x ∈ Rα : {ξ ∈ α : x(ξ) 6= 0} is ountable}
for some α.
Lemma 2.19. If K is Corson ompat and K has a splitting hain, then K has a ountable
splitting hain of Fσ open
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Proof. Aording to Theorem 2.14, we have a ontinuous mapping f : K −→ L with nowhere dense
bers onto a linearly ordered ompat spae. By [Ark92, IV.3.15℄, L is a Corson ompat spae.
But every linearly ordered Corson ompat spae is metrizable [Ev78℄, so we an use Corollary
2.16. 
Reall than an Aronszajn tree is an unountable tree without an unountable level and without
an unountable branh. Notie that Aronszajn trees are of height ω1. We will say that a Boolean
algebra A is Aronszajn if it is generated by an Aronszajn tree T , in the sense that there is a set
of generators {at : t ∈ T} of A suh that at ≤ as when s ≤ t and at ∩ as = 0 when s and t are
inomparable.
Theorem 2.20. Stone spaes of Aronszajn algebras do not have tunnels.
Proof. Let T be an Aronszajn tree and let A be the Boolean algebra generated by T . Let K be the
Stone spae of A. Notie that K is Corson ompat. Indeed, let g : K −→ 2T be given by g(x)(t) = 1
if and only if t ∈ x. It is plain to hek that g is a ontinuous embedding. Moreover, there is no
y ∈ f [K] of an unountable support (sine then T would ontain an unountable branh). If K
has a tunnel, then aording to Lemma 2.19, K has a ountable splitting hain U of Fσ open sets.
Sine eah open set in U is Fσ, it is a ountable union of lopen sets, and there is a ountable
ordinal α < ω1 suh that eah element of U is in the algebra generated by the elements at with
t of height less than α. Consider now s ∈ T of height greater than α. Then as is not split by any
element of height less than α (eah at of height less than α either ontains or is disjoint from as).
Hene as is not split by any element of U , a ontradition. 
We nish with a remark whih indiates that seeking for a ompat spae without tunnels
(and isolated points) we should rather fous on spaes with many disjoint open sets. Reall that a
topologial spae is  if it does not ontain an unountable family of nonempty open subsets.
Proposition 2.21. Suslin Hypothesis is equivalent to the assertion that every  ompat
zerodimensional spae without isolated points has a tunnel.
Proof. ( =⇒ ) Suppose that K is a  ompat zerodimensional spae without isolated points.
Using Zorn's lemma, we an nd a maximal family of lopen sets of the form {at : t ∈ T} suh
that T is a tree, at ≤ as when s ≤ t and at ∩ as = 0 when s and t are inomparable. The algebra
generated by this tree is ountable, and is therefore an interval algebra. By Corollary 2.17, it is
enough to hek that the elements {at : t ∈ T} split all lopen subsets of K. So take b a nonempty
lopen set in K that is not split by that family. Sine we have no isolated points, we nd two
disjoint nonempty lopens c, d ⊆ b. Notie that c, d 6∈ {at : t ∈ T} beause they split b. The family
{at : t ∈ T} ∪ {c, d} would be a larger tree family, in ontradition with maximality.
(⇐= ) Let T be a Suslin tree, and let [T ] be the set of all (maximal) branhes of T . For every
t, let at = {x ∈ [T ] : t ∈ x}, and let A be the algebra of subsets of [T ] generated by the at.
Sine Suslin trees are Aronszajn, we an use Theorem 2.20. It remains to show that A is . For
this, notie that every nonempty element of A ontains nonempty element with atomi formula
a =
⋂
t∈R at \
⋃
s∈S as. If we take a high enough node r in a branh that belongs to a, then ar ⊆ a.
All this means that if there is an unountable pairwise disjoint family in A , then there is one made
of elements of the form ar, and that would give an unountable family of pairwise inompatible
elements of T , that ontradits that T is Suslin. 
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2.2. Ultraproducts of tunnels. We assume some familiarity with the Banah spae ultraprodut
onstrution, as presented in [ACSC
+
16, Chapter 4℄, [Ste78℄ or [HI02℄. Let (Ki)i∈I be a family of
ompat spaes indexed by I and let U be a ountably inomplete ultralter on I. Then the
Banah spae ultraprodut [C(Ki)]U is a Banah algebra under the produt
[(fi)][(gi)] = [(figi)].
By general representation results, this algebra is isometrially isomorphi to one of the form C(K)
for some ompat spaeK whih is alled the topologial ultraoprodut of the family (Ki) following
U and is denoted by (Ki)
U
. If all the Ki oinide we speak of the ultraopower, instead.
Proposition 2.22. With the preeding notations, if eah Ki has a tunnel, then so (Ki)
U
does.
Proof. We need to translate our topologial notions from K to the algebra C(K). The basi idea
is that eah open subset U of K gives rise to a losed ideal just taking
JU = C0(U) = {f ∈ C(K) : f |K\U = 0},
and, onversely, all losed ideals of C(K) have this form. On the other hand, the ondition f |K\U = 1
is equivalent to the lass of f being the unit of the quotient algebra C(K)/JU .
Thus, the fat that U and V are open subsets of K with U ⊆ V , whih is obviously equivalent
to the existene of f ∈ C(K) suh that f |U = 0 and f |K\V = 1 an be stated as:
• There is f ∈ C(K) suh that fg = 0 for all g ∈ JU and whose lass is the unit of C(K)/JV .
Now assume that eah Ki has a tunnel Wi. We onstrut a family of open sets W of (Ki)
U
as
follows. For eah i ∈ I we pik Ui ∈ Wi, then we onsider the orresponding ideal JUi ⊆ C(Ki)
and form the ultraprodut [JUi ]U . Quite learly, [JUi ]U is a losed ideal in [C(Ki)]U and, by the
preeding remarks, this ideal determines a ertain open set W of (Ki)
U
. Let us hek that the
family of open sets of (Ki)
U
obtained in this way forms a tunnel.
First, we prove that they form a hain. Take two families (Ui), (Vi), with Ui, Vi ∈ Wi and let W
and V be the orresponding subsets of (Ki)
U
. We partition I into three subsets as follows:
• I♮ = {i ∈ I : Ui = Vi};
• I♭ = {i ∈ I : Ui ⊆ Vi};
• I♯ = {i ∈ I : Vi ⊆ Ui}.
Then exatly one of these sets belongs to U . If I♮ belongs to U , then W = V . Now assume I♭
belongs to U and let us prove that W ⊆ V . For eah i ∈ I♭, take a ontinuous fi : Ki → [0, 1] suh
that fi|Ui = 0 and fi|Ki\Vi = 1. If i /∈ I♭, set fi = 1. Let us take a look at [(fi)]. It is lear that the
lass of [(fi)] in
[C(Ki)]U
/
[JVi ]U = [C(Ki)/JVi ]U
is the unit of the quotient algebra. On the other hand, if (gi) is a bounded family suh that gi ∈ JUi
for all i ∈ I, then [(fi)][(gi)] = [(figi)] = 0 sine figi = 0 at least for i ∈ I♭. This shows that W ⊆ V .
Finally, if I♯ ∈ U , then V ⊆W .
To omplete the proof we need to manage some points of (Ki)
U
, that is, some \nie" maximal
ideals of [C(Ki)]U .
Let (pi)i be a family suh that pi ∈ Ki for eah i ∈ I. Then we an dene a unital homomorphism
[C(Ki)]U → R by the formula
(5) [(fi)] 7−→ lim
U (i)
fi(pi).
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The denition makes sense and, moreover, two families (pi)i and (qi)i indue the same homomor-
phism if and only if they represent the same element in the set-theoreti ultraprodut 〈Ki〉U , that
is, when the set {i ∈ I : pi = qi} belongs to U . If we agree to denote by 〈(pi)〉 the \point" of (Ki)
U
assoiated to (5) (as in the Gelfands representation theorem, see e.g. [AK16, Theorem 4.2.1℄), then
we have an injetive mapping 〈Ki〉U → (Ki)
U
. This mapping is known to have dense range. We
need a slightly stronger fat:
Claim. If, for eah i, the set Di is dense in Ki, then every nonempty zero set of (Ki)
U
meets
〈Di〉U . In partiular, 〈Di〉U is dense in (Ki)
U
.
Proof of the Claim. The seond assertion learly follows from the rst one sine, by the very
denition, (Ki)
U
is a ompletely regular spae.
So, let us hek the rst statement. The hypothesis that U is ountably inomplete is used as
follows: there is a funtion δ : I → (0,∞) suh that δ(i) −→ 0 along U . Now, take a non-negative,
ontinuous f : (Ki)
U → R with f−1(0) 6= ∅. Write f = [(fi)], with fi ≥ 0 in C(Ki) and put
m(i) = min
x∈Ki
fi(x) = inf
x∈Di
fi(x).
Note that m(i) −→ 0 along U sine otherwise f would be invertible. Take δ as before and, for eah
i ∈ I, hoose xi ∈ Di so that fi(xi) < m(i) + δ(i). Then f vanishes on the point 〈(xi)〉 and the
Claim is proved. 
The proof will be omplete if we show that if for eah index i the set Ui is open in Ki and
pi ∈ ∂Ui, then 〈(pi)〉 ∈ ∂W , where W is the open set of (Ki)
U
attahed to the family (Ui) { that
is, to the ideal [JUi ]U .
To do this we add two new entries to our basi ditionary: suppose U is an open set in a
ompatum K and that p ∈ K. Then:
• p /∈ U is equivalent to the statement \for every f ∈ JU one has f(p) = 0".
• p ∈ U is equivalent to the statement \for g ∈ C(K) suh that g(p) = 1 there is q ∈ U suh
that g(q) ≥ 12".
Now, if pi, Ui,W are as before, then pi ∈ Ui \ Ui. Sine every f ∈ JW an be written as [(fi)],
with fi ∈ JUi , we have
f(〈(pi)〉) = lim
U (i)
fi(pi) = 0,
so, ertainly, 〈(pi)〉 /∈W .
Finally, we hek that 〈(pi)〉 ∈ W . We rst remark that W ontains every point of the form
〈(qi)〉 with qi ∈ Ui for all i ∈ I (think of funtions fi suh that fi(qi) = 1 and fi ∈ JUi). Now, if
f is a ontinuous funtion on (Ki)
U
suh that f(〈(pi)〉) = 1, then writing f = [(fi)] and realling
that pi ∈ Ui we an pik qi suh that fi(qi) ≥
1
2fi(pi), so f(〈(qi)〉) ≥
1
2 , so 〈(pi)〉 ∈W . 
We now give the appliation that motivated our interest in ultraoproduts. We need some basi
fats from model theory in the ontext of Banah spaes. The reader an take a look to [Ste78℄ or
[HI02℄ for the general bakground and to [Ban77℄ for a more topologial approah.
Following the uses in model theory, let us say that two ompat spaes K and L are o-
elementarily equivalent if there are ultralters U and V suh that KU and LV are homeomorphi,
equivalently, the Banah algebras (C(K))U and (C(L))V are isomorphi. This happens if and only
if the underlying Banah spaes (C(K))U and (C(L))V are (linearly) isometri. This roughly means
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that the base Banah spaes C(K) and C(L) \approximately" satisfy the same positive bounded
sentenes (in a suitable signature); see [HI02, Chapter 5℄.
Thus, the following result explains in part why it is so diÆult to nd ompata (without
isolated points) having no tunnel.
Proposition 2.23. Let K be a ompat spae. The following onditions are equivalent:
(a) K has no isolated points.
(b) There is an ultralter U (on some index set) for whih the ultraopower KU has a
tunnel.
() K is o-elementarily equivalent to a ompatum having a tunnel.
Proof. We rst remark that the property of (not) having isolated point is preserved under o-
elementary equivalene. This is implied by the following two fats:
• A ompat spae K has an isolated point if and only if the algebra C(K) has a \minimal
idempotent": a non-zero f ∈ C(K) suh that f2 = f with the property that if 0 ≤ g ≤ f ,
then g = cf for some c ∈ R.
• Every idempotent in [C(Ki)]U an be written as [(fi)], where fi is an idempotent of C(Ki).
We thus have () =⇒ (a). Next, we prove (a) =⇒ (b). The key fat is that every ompatum is
o-elementarily equivalent to some metrizable ompat spae. This follows from the Banah spae
version of the (\downward") Lowenheim{Skolem theorem; see [Ste78, Theorem 2.2℄ or [HI02, 9.13
Proposition℄. Suppose K has no isolated points and let M be a metrizable ompatum suh that
KU and MV are homeomorphi, where U and V are ultralters on suitably hosen sets of indies.
By the preeding remark, neither KU nor M have isolated points. By Corollary 2.5, M has a
tunnel and so MV and KU have, by Proposition 2.22.
(b) =⇒ () Eah ompat spae is o-elementarily equivalent to its ultraopowers, by the Banah
spae version of the Keisler{Shelah (\ultrapower") theorem; see [Ste78, Theorem 2.1℄ or [HI02, 10.7
Theorem℄. 
3. Twisted sums
Reall that a short exat sequene is a diagram of Banah spaes and (linear, bounded) operators
(6) 0 −−−−→ Y
ı
−−−−→ Z
π
−−−−→ X −−−−→ 0
in whih the kernel of eah arrow agrees with the range of the preeding one. We say that a short
exat sequene is trivial if there is an operator ̟ : Z → Y suh that ̟ ◦ ı = IY (or, equivalently,
there is an operator  : X → Z suh that π ◦  = IZ). Note that (6) is trivial if and only if ı[Y ] is a
omplemented subspae of Z. In this ase the spae Z is linearly homeomorphi to the diret sum
Y ⊕X. Simple examples show that the onverse is not true.
The spae C(K) an be viewed as a subspae (or a subalgebra) of ℓ∞(K), the Banah algebra
of all bounded funtions f : K → R, again with the supremum norm.
Given a family A of subsets of K, we dene an intermediate spae C(K) ⊆ X(A ) ⊆ ℓ∞(K)
as the Banah spae generated by C(K) and by the harateristi funtions of the sets in A. This
produes a short exat sequene
(7) 0 −−−−→ C(K)
ı
−−−−→ X(A )
π
−−−−→ X(A )/C(K) −−−−→ 0,
in whih ı is the inlusion map and π is the natural quotient map. This was the approah followed
by Amir [Ami64℄. For this sequene to provide a relevant example, we must ensure that it is not
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trivial, and we must identify what the quotient X(A )/C(K) is. Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 will deal with
these issues.
Reall that the osillation of a funtion f : K −→ R at a point x ∈ K is dened by
osc f(x) = inf
V
sup
y,z∈V
(
f(y)− f(z)
)
,
where V runs over the neighborhoods of x in K. The osillation of an arbitrary funtion f on K
is the number oscf = supx∈K oscf(x).
Lemma 3.1. Let A be a family of subsets of K. If the boundaries of sets in A are all
nonempty and pairwise disjoint, then the quotient spae X(A )/C(K) is isometri to c0(A ).
Proof. The equivalene lasses of the harateristi funtions 1A for A ∈ A generate the quotient
spae X(A )/C(K). We hek that these vetors are isometri to the basis of c0 multiplied by 1/2.
That is, we want to show that
(8)
∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
i=1
λi1Ai +C(K)
∥∥∥∥∥
X(A )/C(K)
=
1
2
max
1≤i≤n
|λi|
whenever Ai ∈ A and λi ∈ R. The norm of (the lass of) a funtion f in the quotient spae
by C(K) is the distane of f to C(K), whih by a lassial result in topology (see e.g. [BL00,
Proposition 1.18℄) equals half of the osillation of f , so
∥∥f∥∥
X(A )/C(K)
= dist(f,C(K)) =
osc f
2
.
A harateristi funtion 1A has osillation 1 at every point of ∂A while it is ontinuous (osillation
0) out of ∂A. Sine the sets of A have disjoint nonempty boundaries, a linear ombination f =∑
i λi1Ai has osillation |λi| on ∂Ai and osillation 0 out of these boundaries. From this, equation
(8) follows. 
We now desribe a derivation proedure indued by A that will help in proving that the short
exat sequene (7) is not trivial. This is based on an idea of Ditor [Dit73℄. Suppose again that the
subsets of A have disjoint boundaries.
Definition 3.2. Given D ⊆
⋃
A∈A ∂A, we dene D(1) as the set of those a ∈ D for whih the
following is true: If a ∈ ∂A and V is a neighborhood of a, then there are B,C ∈ A , both
dierent from A, suh that ∂B ∩ V ∩A ∩D 6= ∅ and ∂C ∩ V ∩Ac ∩D 6= ∅.
For every n ∈ N we reursively dene D(n) = (D(n−1))(1), starting from D(0) = D. Reall that if
Y is a subspae of a Banah spae Z, then by a linear lifting of the quotient map π : Z −→ Z/Y we
understand a (not neessarily bounded) linear right-inverse of π. The quotient map π : Z −→ Z/Y
admits a bounded linear lifting  if and only if Y is omplemented in Z, the map ̟(z) = z−(π(z))
being a bounded projetion of Z onto Y .
Lemma 3.3. Let A be a family of subsets of K with nonempty pairwise disjoint boundaries.
Let D =
⋃
{∂A : A ∈ A }. If D(n) 6= ∅, then the norm of any linear lifting for the quotient
map π : X(A ) −→ X(A )/C(K) is at least n. Therefore, if D(n) 6= ∅ for every n ∈ N, then
C(K) is unomplemented in X(A ).
Proof. We will rst prove the following laim.
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Claim. Let (fA) be any family in X(A ) suh that gA := fA−1A ∈ C(K) for every A ∈ A . Suppose
D(n) 6= ∅ and x any ε > 0. Then there are dierent sets A1, . . . , An ∈ A and signs ui = ±1 suh
that
(9)
∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
i=1
uifAi
∥∥∥∥∥
∞
≥
n
2
− nε.
To obtain this we will prove by indution on 1 ≤ k ≤ n that there are dierent sets A1, . . . , Ak,
signs ui = ±1, and a point
(10) ak ∈ D(n−k)
∖( k⋃
i=1
∂Ai
)
suh that
(11) (u1fA1 + · · · + u1fAk)(ak) >
k
2
− kε.
First we deal with the ase k = 1. Pik any a ∈ D(n) and let A1 be the set from A whose
boundary ontains a. Consider the neighborhood of a,
V = {z ∈ K : |gA1(z)− gA1(a)| < ε}.
Using Denition 3.2, we an nd x ∈ V ∩A1 ∩D(n−1) and y ∈ V ∩A
c
1 ∩D(n−1) that do not belong
to ∂A1. We have two ases:
• If gA1(a) ≥ −1/2, then fA1(x) >
1
2 − ε and we take a1 = x and u1 = 1.
• If gA1(a) ≤ −1/2, then fA1(y) < ε−
1
2 and we take a1 = y and u1 = −1.
Let us hek the indution step. Suppose one has found Ai, ui for 1 ≤ i ≤ k and ak satisfying (10)
and (11). The point ak does not belong to any border ∂Ai by (10), eah funtion 1Ai is ontinuous
at ak, and hene also eah funtion fAi = gAi + 1Ai is ontinuous at ak. Sine u1fA1 + · · ·+ u1fAk
is ontinuous at ak we an nd a neighborhood V of ak disjoint from
⋃
1≤i≤k ∂Ai and suh that
the value of u1fA1 + · · · + u1fAk at any point of V diers from (u1fA1 + · · · + u1fAk)(ak) at most
by ε/2. Let A be the set of A whose boundary ontains ak. Shrinking V if neessary, we may also
assume that
|gA(ak)− gA(x)| < ε/2 for all x ∈ V.
Aording to Denition 3.2 there are B,C ∈ A dierent from A suh that
(12) ∂B ∩ V ∩A ∩D(n−k−1) 6= ∅,
(13) ∂C ∩ V ∩Ac ∩D(n−k−1) 6= ∅.
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If gA(ak) ≥ −
1
2 , then we take Ak+1 = A, uk+1 = 1 and ak+1 any element in the set (12), and we
get (
u1fA1 + · · · + ukfAk + uk+1fAk+1
)
(ak+1)
= (u1fA1 + · · ·+ u1fAk)(ak+1) + fA(ak+1)
> (u1fA1 + · · ·+ u1fAk)(ak)−
ε
2
+ gA(ak+1) + 1
>
k
2
− kε−
ε
2
+ gA(ak)−
ε
2
+ 1
≥
k
2
− kε−
ε
2
−
1
2
−
ε
2
+ 1
=
k + 1
2
− (k + 1)ε.
The other ase is that gA(ak) < −
1
2 . Then we take Ak+1 = A, uk+1 = −1 and ak+1 in the set (13)
and we get (
u1fA1 + · · ·+ u1fAk + uk+1fAk+1)(ak+1
)
= (u1fA1 + · · ·+ u1fAk)(ak+1)− fA(ak+1)
> (u1fA1 + · · ·+ u1fAk)(ak)−
ε
2
− gA(ak+1)
>
k
2
− kε−
ε
2
− gA(ak)−
ε
2
>
k
2
− kε−
ε
2
+
1
2
−
ε
2
=
k + 1
2
− (k + 1)ε.
This nishes the proof of the laim.
If L : X(A )/C(K) −→ X(A ) is a linear lifting for the quotient map π : X(A ) −→ X(A )/C(K),
then the funtions fA = L(1A+C(K))) satisfy that fA− 1A ∈ C(K). Therefore (9) holds for some
ui and Ai, and hene
n
2
− nε ≤
∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
i=1
uifAi
∥∥∥∥∥
∞
=
∥∥∥∥∥L
(
n∑
i=1
ui(1Ai + C(K))
)∥∥∥∥∥
∞
≤ ‖L‖ ·
∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
i=1
ui(1Ai + C(K))
∥∥∥∥∥
X(A )/C(K)
= ‖L‖ ·
1
2
max
1≤i≤n
|ui| =
‖L‖
2
.
Sine this holds for arbitrary ε we onlude that ‖L‖ ≥ n. 
Corollary 3.4. Let A be a family of subsets of K with nonempty pairwise disjoint boundaries
suh that
∂A ⊆ {∂B ∩A : B ∈ A \ {A}} ∩ {∂C \ A : C ∈ A \ {A}}
for all A ∈ A . Then the exat sequene
0 −−−−→ C(K) −−−−→ X(A ) −−−−→ c0(A ) −−−−→ 0
is not trivial.
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Reall that an open set V is said to be regular if it is the interior of its losure, or equivalently
if ∂V = ∂V .
Definition 3.5. A regular tunnel is one made of regular open sets.
Theorem 3.6. If K has a regular tunnel of ardinality κ, then there exists nontrivial exat
sequene
(14) 0 −−−−→ C(K) −−−−→ Z −−−−→ c0(κ) −−−−→ 0.
Proof. We an suppose that the tunnel is nontrivial, in the sense that all borders are nonempty.
We have to prove that suh a tunnel A satises the hypotheses of Corollary 3.4. Fix A ∈ A , and
x ∈ ∂A, and U a neighborhood of x. Sine x ∈ ∂A, we have that U ∩ A is a nonempty open set,
so by the denition of tunnel there exists B ∈ A suh that ∂B ∩ U ∩A 6= ∅. On the other hand,
sine A is a regular tunnel, x ∈ ∂A = ∂A = ∂(K \A), therefore U \A 6= ∅, and again there exists
C ∈ A suh that ∂C ∩ U \ A 6= ∅. 
Now we are ready to prove the theorem announed in the Introdution.
Theorem 3.7. If there is a splitting hain of lopen sets in ω∗, then there is a nontrivial
exat sequene
0 −−−−→ C(ω∗) −−−−→ Z −−−−→ c0(c) −−−−→ 0.
Proof. The

Ceh-Stone remainder ω∗ has the property that every open Fσ-set is regular (this is
a onsequene of the fat that every nonempty Gδ losed set has nonempty interior). Thus, if U
is a splitting hain of lopen subsets of ω∗, the ountable inreasing unions form a tunnel (by
Proposition 2.12) whih is moreover regular. Its ardinality is |U |ω = c. 
As we will see in the next setion, splitting hains of lopen sets do exist in ω∗ under some
assumptions, e.g., under CH or in the lassial Cohen model, but one annot prove their existene
in ZFC. We do not know if twisted sums like in Theorem 3.7 exist in ZFC.
In [ACSC
+
17℄, a twisted sum as above was onstruted under CH. It was used to produe a
further nontrivial twisted sum
(15) 0 −−−−→ C(ω∗) −−−−→ Z −−−−→ C(ω∗) −−−−→ 0.
We do not know if suh a sequene exists in any axiomati setting other than CH. The note
[ACSC
+
17℄ pointed out that a statement made in [ACSC
+
13℄ that all exat sequenes like (15) are
trivial was inorret. It is also unknown if there are nontrivial sequenes
0 −−−−→ C(ω∗) −−−−→ Z −−−−→ X −−−−→ 0,
with X of density less than c. It annot be taken separable beause C(ω∗) is \separably injetive";
see [ACSC
+
16, Setion 2.5℄ for this issue. We remark that if (1) is nontrivial, then so is the
\expanded" sequene
0 −−−−→ Y
(ı,0)
−−−−→ Z ⊕ S
π×IS−−−−→ X ⊕ S −−−−→ 0,
where, as one an guess, (ı, 0)(y) = (ı(y), 0) and (π × IS)(y, s) = (π(y), s), whihever is the spae
S. In partiular, any redution of the size of c0(κ) on the right side of our exat sequenes would
be an improvement of our statements.
We nish this setion with some results relating tunnel-like onditions with the existene of
twisted sums in settings dierent than that of ω∗.
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Proposition 3.8. Suppose that there exists a ontinuous surjetion f : K −→ L, where L is
a linearly ordered spae, and a set S ⊆ L suh that
f−1(s) ⊆ {x : s < f(x) ∈ S} ∩ {x : s > f(x) ∈ S}
for every s ∈ S. Then there is a nontrivial sequene
0 −−−−→ C(K) −−−−→ Z −−−−→ c0(S) −−−−→ 0.
Proof. For s ∈ S, put As = f
−1(−∞, s) and then onsider the family A = {As : s ∈ S}. Notie
that f−1(s) ⊆ ∂As by the assumption and ∂As ⊆ f
−1(s) by ontinuity of f . Thus, ∂As = f
−1(s)
and we an apply Corollary 3.4. 
Proposition 3.8 unies a number of earlier onstrutions of twisted sums with C(K)-spaes.
Indeed, if we take K = L = [0, 1] with the usual order, f the identity, and S is the set of dyadi
rationals, one gets the Foias{Singer sequene in [FS65, Theorems 3 and 4℄, in whih the spae
Γ[0, 1] orresponds to \our" X(A ). Analogously, taking K = L = {0, 1}N as the Cantor set with
the \lexiographial" order, f the identity, and S is the subset of sequenes with nitely many
ones, one obtains the exat sequene used in [ACSC
+
17℄.
Finally, a nontrivial sequene of the form
0 −−−−→ C(ωω) −−−−→ Z −−−−→ c0 −−−−→ 0
(see [CSCKY03, Setion 4℄) an be obtained from Lemma 3.3 as follows. We need the following
representation of ωω. We onsider a reversed, signed version of Shreier family:
L =
{(
1
n1
, . . . ,
1
nk
, 0, 0, 0, , . . .
)
: ni ∈ Z, k ≤ |n1| < |n2| < · · · < |nk|
}
We put on L the lexiographial order, delaring r < s if ri < si, where i is the rst index suh that
ri 6= si. The line L is ompat in the order topology. This is beause the order is omplete: every
subset has an inmum and a supremum. Moreover, L is ountable, hene sattered. The derivatives
an be heked to be the sets
L(d) =
{(
1
n1
, . . . ,
1
nk
, 0, 0, 0, , . . .
)
∈ L : k ≤ |n1| − d
}
.
Thus, L has height ω and L(ω) is a singleton, so L is homeomorphi to the ordinal interval [0, ωω].
Now, for s ∈ L(1), put As = (−∞, s) and dene A = {As : s ∈ L
(1)}. Then if D =
⋃
s ∂As we
have D = L(1) and by the peuliarities of the ordering we have D(n) = L
(n+1) 6= ∅ for all n and
Lemma 3.3 shows that the sequene
0 −−−−→ C(ωω) −−−−→ X(A ) −−−−→ c0 −−−−→ 0
is not trivial.
4. Splitting hains in P(ω)/fin
A set A ⊆ ω splits B ⊆ ω if |A ∩B| = |B \A| = ω. We say that a family A ⊆ [ω]ω is splitting
if for eah B ∈ [ω]ω there is A ∈ A splitting B. Clearly, ω∗ has a splitting hain of lopens if and
only if there is a family C ⊆ [ω]ω whih is splitting and whih forms a ⊆∗-hain. We will all suh
C a splitting hain. Consequently, if there is a splitting hain in [ω]ω, then ω∗ has a tunnel. It is
unlear if this impliation an be reversed (see Remark 2.13).
In this setion we will onsider the question of the existene of splitting hains.
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We will begin with the easy observation that the existene of a splitting hain is onsistent with
ZFC. Reall that (L ,R) is a pre-gap if both L and R are lienarly ordered by ⊆∗, and L (∗ R
for eah L ∈ L and R ∈ R. We will assume that both L and R are nonempty. If C ⊆ ω is suh
that L ⊆∗ C and C ⊆∗ R for eah L ∈ L and R ∈ R, then we say that C interpolates (L ,R). If
there is no C interpolating (L ,R), then we say that (L ,R) is a gap.
Proposition 4.1. (See [Nyi88, Theorem 2.4℄.) (CH) implies that there is a splitting hain.
Proof. Enumerate [ω]ω = {Aα : α < ω1}. We will onstrut the desired hain indutively. Let
C0 = ∅ and suppose that we have onstruted Cα for eah α ≤ γ in suh a way that Cα ⊆ Cβ
for eah α < β ≤ γ and Aα is split by an element of Cα+1 for α < γ. If Aγ is split by Cγ , then
put Cγ+1 = Cγ . Otherwise, let C
⋆ = {C ∈ Cγ : Aγ ⊆
∗ C} and C⋆ = {C ∈ Cγ : Aγ ∩ C =
∗ ∅}
and notie that C = C ⋆ ∪ C⋆. Sine there are no (ω, ω)-gaps, there is an innite N suh that
C0 ⊆
∗ N ⊆∗ C1 for eah C0 ∈ C⋆ and C1 ∈ C
⋆
. Fix any H ⊆ Aγ splitting Aγ . If N splits Aγ then
let Cγ+1 = Cγ ∪ {N}. If N ∩ Aγ =
∗ ∅, then let Cγ+1 = Cγ ∪ {N ∪H}. Finally, if Aγ ⊆
∗ N , then
let Cγ+1 = Cγ ∪ {N \H}.
If γ is a limit ordinal, then let Cγ =
⋃
α<γ Cα. 
We say that (L ,R) is a ut in a ⊆∗-hain C if it is a pre-gap, L ∪ R ⊆ C and there is no
element of C interpolating it. In other words, if C ∈ C , then either R ⊆∗ C for some R ∈ R or
C ⊆∗ L for some L ∈ L .
We all a pre-gap (L ,R) tight if for eah innite A ⊆ ω suh that A ⊆∗ R for eah R ∈ R,
there is L ∈ L suh that L∩A 6=∗ ∅. We say that A ⊆ ω spreads a pre-gap (L ,R) if A∩L =∗ ∅
and A ⊆∗ R for eah L ∈ L , R ∈ R. In other words, A spreads a pre-gap G if and only if it
witnesses that G is not tight. We say that a ut in a hain is tight if it is tight as a pre-gap.
Proposition 4.2. A ⊆∗-hain C is splitting if and only if every ut in C is tight.
Proof. Assume that (L ,R) is a ut in C whih is not tight. It means that there is an innite
A ⊆ ω suh that A ⊆∗ R and A ∩ L =∗ ∅ for eah L ∈ L , R ∈ R. If C ∈ C , then either R ⊆∗ C
for some R ∈ R or C ⊆∗ L for some L ∈ L . In both ases C does not split A.
If an innite A is not split by C , then let L = {C ∈ C : C ∩A =∗ ∅} and R = {C ∈ C : A ⊆∗
C}. It is easy to verify that (L ,R) is a ut in C and A witnesses that it is not tight. 
We say that a pre-gap (L ,R) is of type (κ, λ) if L is of onality λ and R is of oinitiality κ
(with respet to the ⊆∗ order).
Theorem 4.3 ([NV83℄). There is a (ω1, ω1)-tight pre-gap if and only if p = ω1.
The above result indiates that it is quite diÆult to onstrut a splitting hain in general. It
is not ompletely trivial to obtain a single tight pre-gap, and a splitting hain has to look like a
tight pre-gap everywhere. Also, Theorem 4.3 suggests a strategy to prove that onsistently there
are no splitting hains. We have to nd a model in whih p = ω2 but for some reasons every hain
has to have a ut being an (ω1, ω1)-gap. As we will see suh a reason an be provided by Proper
Foring Axiom. The following theorem was proved by Nyikos in [Nyi88℄.
Theorem 4.4. Assume MA(ω1) holds, c = ω2 and there are no (ω1, ω2)-gaps. Then there is
no splitting hain.
Proof. Assume C is a ⊆∗-hain of innite subsets of ω and assume that ω ∈ C . If C is split-
ting, then we an nd an inreasing sequene (Lα)α<ω1 of elements of C . MA(ω1) implies that
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if Lα ⊆
∗ B for some B, then there is B′ (∗ B suh that Lα ⊆
∗ B′ for eah α < ω1. Using this
remark one an onstrut indutively a ⊆∗-dereasing sequene (Rα)α<κ of elements of C suh that
(Lα, Rβ)α<ω1,β<κ forms a gap. Indeed, assume that R0 = ω and suppose that (Lα, Rβ)α<ω1,β<γ is
not a gap. Then there is B ⊆ ω interpolating it. Using, the above remark, we an nd B′ (∗ B
suh that Lα ⊆
∗ B′ for eah α < ω1. There is C ∈ C splitting B \B
′
. Clearly, C has to interpolate
(Lα, Rβ)α<ω1,β<γ and thus, we an proeed with the onstrution.
Now, by our assumption γ = ω1. By Theorem 4.3 (Lα, Rα)α<ω1 annot be tight. Thus, there is
A ⊆ ω suh that Lα ∩A =
∗ ∅ and A ⊆∗ Rα for every α < ω1. So, A is not split by C . 
Corollary 4.5. PFA implies that there is no splitting hain.
Proof. PFA implies that the assumptions of Theorem 4.4 are satised, see e.g. [Tod89, Theorem
8.6℄. 
Remark 4.6. Of ourse Theorem 4.4 means that there is no splitting hain of lopens in ω∗. In
[Nyi88℄ Nyikos proved a stronger theorem: under the assumptions of Theorem 4.4 the spae ω∗
does not have a tunnel (f. Remark 2.13).
In the light of the above results it is natural to ask if the existene of a splitting hain implies
CH. First, notie that the proof of Proposition 4.1 uses CH in an essential way. The reason is that,
by the lassial result of Hausdor, there are (ω1, ω1)-gaps in ZFC. So, to onstrut a splitting hain
by a transnite indution longer than ω1 we would have to keep ontrol on the uts appearing in the
onstrution at steps of onality ω1 to avoid a situation in whih we have onstruted a non-tight
gap in our hain. This seems to be a hopeless task.
What is worse, the gaps onstruted by Hausdor are indestrutible, i.e. we annot interpolate
them even in ω1-preserving extensions of the universe (see e.g. [Sh93, Setion 2℄). So, even in the
foring onstrutions we have to be quite areful.
We will show two ways to avoid this problem. In the rst onstrution, showing that splitting
hains exist in the standard Cohen model, we will add generially elements of the hain, ensuring
that all unountable uts whih show up are tight and that their tightness will not be killed later
on. In the seond onstrution we will have to hange our method (as we want to have p > ω1 in
the nal model). This time we will keep all the gaps in the onstruted hain destrutible. In this
way for every ut we will be able to split (generially) sets spreading it.
4.1. Splitting chains after adding Cohen reals. Let Cκ be the foring with κ Cohen reals. We
are going to prove the following.
Theorem 4.7. If κ is of unountable onality, then in V Cκ there is a splitting hain.
This result was mentioned by Nyikos in [Nyi88℄. He announed that its proof would appear in
a later paper whih however never appeared.
First, we will reall the standard foring adding a set interpolating a given gap.
Definition 4.8. Let G = (L ,R) be a pre-gap. Let PG be dened in the following way: p ∈ PG
if p = (Lp, Rp, sp), where
• sp ∈ 2
<ω
,
• Lp, Rp are nite subsets of L and R, respetively,
• L \ |sp| ⊆ R for eah L ∈ Lp and R ∈ Rp.
Denote Fp = {n : sp(n) = 1}. Now, p ≤ q if
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• sq ⊆ sp,
• Lq ⊆ Lp, Rq ⊆ Rp,
•
⋃
Lq \ |sp| ⊆ Fp \ |sp| ⊆
⋂
Rq.
Say that a gap G is destrutible if there is a  (or just ω1-preserving) foring notion whih
adds a set interpolating G . In fat, as the following fat shows, if there is suh foring interpolating
the gap, then the above one would do the job, too.
Fact 4.9. ([Sh93℄) A gap G is destrutible if and only if the foring PG is .
Lemma 4.10. Assume that G = (L ,R) a pre-gap. Then PG adds generially a name S˙ for a
set interpolating G . Moreover, S˙ splits eah set spreading G from the ground model. If G is
ountable, i.e. |L ∪R| ≤ ω, then PG is just a Cohen foring.
Proof. If G is a PG -generi and S˙ is a name for
⋃
p∈G Fp, then
PG \S˙ interpolates G ".
Now, assume that A ∈ V spreads G . Sine
Dn = {p ∈ PG : ∃m > n m ∈ Fp ∩A and ∃m
′ > n m′ ∈ Fp \A}
is dense for eah n,
PG \S˙ splits A".
Clearly, if G is ountable, then PG is ountable and atomless, so it is isomorphi to the Cohen
foring. 
We will need one more fat. It is known that a Cohen foring does not destroy towers (see e.g.
[Hir00, Theorem 2.5℄). The argument an be easily modied to show the following.
Theorem 4.11. Let G be a tight pre-gap. Adding any number of Cohen reals annot add a
subset spreading G .
Proof. Denote by C the Cohen foring. Assume that G = ((Lα)α<κ, (Rα)α<λ) is a tight pre-gap.
We may assume that κ and λ are regular. We will show that
C \G is tight".
Translating our task using the standard Cohen names for subsets of ω we have to show that there
is no Borel funtion f : 2ω −→ [ω]ω suh that {x : f(x) ∩ Lα =
∗ ∅} and {x : f(x) ⊆∗ Rα} are
omeager.
Indeed, suppose that suh funtion f exists and let G ⊆ 2ω be a o-meager set suh that f |G is
ontinuous. Fix a ountable base U of 2ω. Denote
Lnα = {x ∈ G : f(x) \ n ∩ Lα = ∅}.
Sine f is ontinuous on G, eah Lnα is losed in G. By Baire theorem there is nα and Uα ∈ U
suh that Uα ∩ G ⊆ L
nα
α . Sine G is tight, it has to be unountable and so we may assume that λ
is unountable. Hene, we an nd n, U and Γ ⊆ λ onal in λ suh that n = nα and U = Uα for
every α ∈ Γ.
We have to deal with two ases.
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• κ is countable. Let Rn = {x ∈ 2ω : f(x) ⊆∗ Rn}. Let R =
⋂
n∈λR
n
. Then R is omeager,
sine Rn is omeager for eah n ∈ λ. Pik x ∈ R ∩ U ∩G and let A = f(x). Then A ⊆∗ Rn
for eah n and Lα ∩ A = ∅ for eah α ∈ Γ. Thus, Lα ∩ A =
∗ ∅ for eah α < λ and so A
spreads G , a ontradition.
• κ is uncountable. Then, let
Rkα = {x ∈ U : f(x) \ k ⊆ Rα}.
Using the same argument as before we an nd n′ > n, U ′ ⊆ U and Γ′ ⊆ κ onal in κ,
suh that U ′ ∩G ⊆ Rn
′
α for α ∈ Γ
′
. Let x ∈ U ′ ∩G and let A = f(x). Then A \ n′ ∩Lα = ∅
for eah α ∈ Γ and A \ n′ ⊆ Rα for eah α ∈ Γ
′
. Therefore, A spreads G , a ontradition.
Sine eah set added by foring with many Cohen reals an be added by a single Cohen real,
we are done. 
Proof of Theorem 4.7. Let V be a model with CH. We will onstrut an iteration (Pα)α<κ and a
sequene C˙α of names for ⊆
∗
-hains suh that for every α ≤ κ
(1) C˙α ∈ V
Pα
,
(2) Pα+1 = Pα ⋆ PG˙ , where G˙ is a name for a ountable ut in C˙α, if there are ountable uts
in C˙α or Pα+1 = Pα ⋆ C otherwise (where C is the standard Cohen foring),
(3) C˙α+1 is the name for the hain C˙α ∪ {S˙}, where S˙ is the name for a set added generially
by Pα+1,
(4) if α is limit, then Pα is the nite support iteration of (Pξ)ξ<α and C˙α =
⋃
ξ<α C˙ξ,
(5) Pα \eah unountable ut in C˙α is tight\,
(6) there are no ountable uts in C˙κ.
Let P0 be the trivial foring and let C0 = {∅, ω}. Then we an reursively dene Pα and C˙α
satisfying (2) and (3), using the standard bookkeeping argument (and the fat that eah ountable
ut in a ⊆∗-hain an be interpolated and so there are at most c ountable uts in a ⊆∗-hain) to
satisfy also (6).
To show that the ondition (5) will be satised we rst prove the following laim.
Claim. For eah α < κ
(⋆α) Pα \eah unountable ut in C˙α is tight".
We will prove it by indution on α. First, notie that C0 does not ontain any unountable
ut, so (⋆0) is satised trivially. Suppose that there is α ≤ κ suh that (⋆ξ) holds for eah ξ < α
and that (⋆α) does not hold. Sine Cohen foring annot destroy tightness of a pre-gap (thanks
to Theorem 4.11) and it annot add any new unountable pre-gap (sine eah unountable set of
ordinals in the Cohen extension ontains an unountable subset from the ground model), α has to
be of unountable onality. Let G be an unountable ut in Cα whih is not tight and let A ⊆ ω
spreads it. Sine cf(α) > ω, there is ξ < α suh that A˙ ∈ V Pξ . There is a ut G0 = (L ,R) in Cα
suh that A spreads it. By the indution hypothesis G0 has to be ountable. Sine G is unountable,
there is ξ ≤ β < α suh that Pβ+1 = Pβ ⋆ PH , where H is equivalent to G0 (in the sense that H
and G0 have the same family of interpolating sets). But then using Lemma 4.10 we get that Cβ+1
splits A, a ontradition. The laim is proved.
Of ourse the onjuntion of (5) and (6) implies that
Pκ \every ut in C˙κ is tight".
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and so, by Proposition 4.2 we are done. 
4.2. Splitting chains with big p. Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.4 seem to suggest that the ex-
istene of splitting hains may be onneted to the value of p. Indeed, if p > ω1, then a splitting
hain ould not have uts whih are (ω1, ω1)-gaps (as they annot be tight) and it is not obvious
how to avoid them in the onstrution. However, we will show that splitting hains an exist even
if p > ω1. The basi idea is to use iteration intertwining forings destroying gaps from Denition
4.8 with forings adding pseudointersetions to bases of lters on ω.
Definition 4.12. Let F be a lter on ω. The Mathias{Prikry foring MF is dened in the
following way: p ∈MF i p = (tp, Fp), where tp ∈ 2
<ω
, supp(tp)∩Fp = ∅ and Fp ∈ F . p ≤ q if
tq ⊆ tp, Fp ⊆ Fq and tp(n) = 0 whenever n ∈ (supp(tp) \ supp(tq)) \ Fq.
Reall that MF diagonalizes F (i.e. it adds a pseudo-intersetion of F ; see e.g. [Mat77℄).
Let κ be a regular unountable ardinal. For the rest of this setion x two subsets Γ, Λ ⊆ κ
whih form a partition of κ into onal subsets. In our onstrution, at steps from Γ we will
add sets interpolating uts, and at steps from Λ we will diagonalize lters. Namely, we start with a
model with GCH and perform a nite support iteration (Qα,Pα)α<κ, where Q0 is the trivial foring,
Qα+1 = Qα ⋆ Pα for every α < κ. Moreover, for eah α < κ the foring Pα is either trivial or
• for α ∈ Γ it is of the form M
F˙
, where F˙ is a Qα-name for a lter generated by less than κ
sets.
• for α ∈ Λ it is of the form P
G˙
, where G˙ is a Qα-name for a ut in the hain {S˙β : β ∈
Λ ∩ α} ∪ {∅, ω}, where S˙β is the Qβ-name for a subset of ω added generially by Qβ.
Let Qκ be the limit of the iteration.
Note that in this denition we a priori assume that Qα fores {S˙β : β ∈ Λ ∩ α} to be a hain.
That this is the ase an be shown by indution using Lemma 4.10: if α ∈ Λ∩κ, S = {S˙β : β ∈ Λ∩α}
forms a hain, and G˙ is a Qα-name for a ut in S , then Pα = PG adds a set S˙α interpolating the
ut and thus Qα ⋆ PG fores S ∪ {S˙α} to be a hain.
In what follows we will make a osmeti hange in the denition of PG . At step α of the iteration,
as G ⊆ {S˙β : β < α} ∪ {∅, ω} and thus elements of G are naturally indexed by elements of α, the
sets Lp and Rp, for p ∈ Pα, will be subsets of [α]
<ω
(instead of [G ]<ω). (To avoid problems with ∅
and ω, we may assume that 0, 1 ∈ Γ and S0 = ∅, S1 = ω.)
We will prove indutively that regardless of the hoie of the names for the lters and uts,
the foring Qα is  for every α ≤ κ. We will use arguments from [Lav79℄. Although Laver's
onstrution serves for dierent purposes and onerns a dierent struture, in fat we follow the
path of his proof quite stritly.
Notie that usually to prove that a nite support iteration is , one uses the preservation
theorem for nite support iterations of  forings. This time, the fat that the iterands are 
will be rather a onlusion of the fat that the whole iteration is . Further onlusion is that all
the uts in the generially added hain whih form gaps are destrutible (see Fat 4.9).
Theorem 4.13. Qα is  for every α ≤ κ.
To prove the theorem we will need several lemmas.
Definition 4.14. Let Rα be the set of onditions p in Qα satisfying the following properties:
(1) p|β deides (Lp(β), Rp(β), sp(β)) for β ∈ Λ∩supp(p) and p|β deides tp(β) for β ∈ Γ∩supp(p),
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(2) for eah β, γ ∈ Λ ∩ supp(p) we have max(sp(γ)) = max(sp(β)) (in suh ase denote this
maximum by ℓp),
(3) for eah β ∈ Λ ∩ supp(p) we have Lp(β) ∪Rp(β) ⊆ supp(p).
The following simple lemma says that we may work only with onditions in Rα.
Lemma 4.15. For eah α the set Rα is dense in Qα.
Proof. We will prove it indutively on α. Sine the iteration is of nite support, the limits steps
are obvious. Let α < κ and onsider p ∈ Qα+1. Denote q = p|α. Find q
′ ≤ q so that
• q′ deides p(α),
• Lq′(α) ∪Rq′(α) ⊆ supp(q
′),
• max(sq′(β)) > max(sp(α)) for some β ∈ supp(q
′).
Use the indutive hypothesis to nd r ≤ q′, r ∈ Rα. Now, notie that there is s suh that max(s) =
ℓp and r
⌢(Lp(α), Rp(α), s) ≤ r
⌢(Lp(α), Rp(α), sp(α)). Indeed, the existene of suh s follows from the
fat that ℓp ≥ max(sα) and Lp(α) ∪ Rp(α) ⊆ supp(r) (and so sα an be appropriately extended).
Clearly, r⌢(Lp(α), Rp(α), s) is in Rα. 
Lemma 4.16. Let p ∈ Rα. If β, γ ∈ supp(p) ∩ Λ, β < γ and p  S˙β ⊆
∗ S˙γ (p  S˙γ ⊆
∗ S˙β), then
there is r suh that
• supp(r) = supp(p) and sr(δ) = sp(δ) for eah δ ∈ supp(p) ∩ Λ, tr(δ) = tp(δ) for δ ∈
supp(p) ∩ Γ,
• β ∈ Lr(γ) (β ∈ Rr(γ)).
Proof. Assume that p  S˙β ⊆
∗ S˙γ (the other ase is learly symmetri). We will prove the lemma
by indution on α. The limit step is obvious so assume that α < κ and onsider α+ 1's step. We
may assume that γ = α.
Notie that p|α  S˙β ⊆
∗ S˙α. Hene, for eah δ ∈ Rp(α) we have p|α  S˙β ⊆
∗ S˙δ. By indutive
hypothesis used Rp(α) many times we may nd q ≤ p|α as in the lemma, suh that β ∈ Lq(δ) or
δ ∈ Lq(β) for every δ ∈ Rp(α). Finally, let
r = q⌢(Lp(α) ∪ {β}, Rp(α), sp(α)). 
Lemma 4.17. Let p, q ∈ Rα be suh that ℓp = ℓq and sp(β) = sq(β) for eah β ∈ Λ ∩ supp(p) ∩
supp(q) and tp(β) = tq(β) for β ∈ Γ ∩ supp(p) ∩ supp(q). Then there is r ≤ p, q.
Proof. As before, we will prove it indutively on α. In fat, to make indution work, we will prove
a stronger statement: we show that under the above onditions there is r ≤ p, q suh that r ∈ Rα
and ℓr = ℓp.
Again, the limit step is lear, so let α < κ and onsider p, q ∈ Qα+1. Dene r
′
in the following
way:
• if supp(p|α) is empty, then let r
′ = q|α,
• if supp(q|α) is empty, then let r
′ = p|α,
• if both of the supports are non-empty, then let r′ be given by the indutive hypothesis for
p|α and q|α.
We may assume that α ∈ supp(p), otherwise r = r′⌢q(α) will be as desired. Similarly, we assume
that α ∈ supp(q).
Suppose rst that α ∈ Γ. Then it is enough to take
r = r′⌢(tp(α), Fp(α) ∩ Fq(α)).
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If α ∈ Λ, then notie that
r′  S˙β ⊆
∗ S˙γ for eah β ∈ Lp(α) ∪ Lq(α), γ ∈ Rp(α) ∪Rq(α).
Indeed, if β ∈ Lp(α) (β ∈ Lq(α)) and γ ∈ Rp(α) (γ ∈ Rq(α)), then β, γ ∈ supp(p|α) (β, γ ∈ supp(q|α))
and so p|α (q|α) fores that S˙β ⊆
∗ S˙γ .
Notie that extending r′ in the obvious way on α would give us a ondition stronger than p and
q but not neessarily in Rα. To full ondition (3) of Denition 4.14 we have to apply subsequently
Lemma 4.16 to nd r′′ ≤ r′ suh that
• for every β ∈ Lp(α) ∪ Lq(α) and every γ ∈ Rp(α) ∪Rq(α) we have β ∈ Lr(γ) or γ ∈ Rr(β).
• supp(r′′) = supp(r′) and sr′′(β) = sr′(β) for eah β ∈ supp(r
′).
Take r = r′′⌢(Lp(α) ∪ Lq(α), Rp(α) ∪Rq(α), sp(α)). 
Now, we are ready to prove Theorem 4.13.
Proof. (of Theorem 4.13) Suppose that P is an unountable subset of Qα. We may assume that
P ⊆ Rα, that ℓp = ℓq for eah p, q ∈ P and, nally, that the supports of elements in P form a
∆-system with a root R. Again, shrinking P if needed, we may assume that for eah p, q ∈ P we
have sp(α) = sq(α) for α ∈ R ∩ Λ and tp(α) = tq(α) for α ∈ R ∩ Γ. Now, use Lemma 4.17. 
Theorem 4.18. The existene of a splitting hain is onsistent with p = κ for eah regular
unountable κ.
Proof. Assume that A˙ is aQα-name for an innite subset of ω. If it is not split by the hain {S˙β : β <
α}, then let L = {β : S˙β ∩ R˙ =
∗ ∅} and R = {β : R˙ ⊆∗ S˙β}. Let G = ({S˙β : β ∈ L}, {S˙β : β ∈ R}).
By Theorem 4.13 the foring PG is  and it adds a generi set S˙ ⊆ ω interpolating G . Moreover,
by Lemma 4.10, S˙ splits A˙.
Using this remark, we an apply the standard bookkeeping mahinery over all the Qα-names,
α ∈ Λ, for innite subsets of ω to ensure that all of them will appear as a subset dening a ut as
above whih will be used to dene Pα for some α ∈ Λ (if at step α the subset is already split by
the previously onstruted hain, then let Pα be the trivial foring).
Simultaneously, we apply the bookkeeping over all the Qα-names, α ∈ Γ, for lters generated
by less than κ sets to ensure that all of them will be diagonalized in the proess of iteration. 
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